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Planning
Question 1 .

Raul is writing a report to compare and contrast snow skiing and water skiing. He is using a
diagram to plan and organize his paper. Use the diagram to answer the question.

What item should be moved from the section under Water Skiing to the middle section, under
Similarities?

 A. sun exposure

 B. need water

 C. need tow boat

 D. warm climate
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Question 2 .

Directions: Drag the correct title to the correct location on the outline.

Which item best fits as the third heading of the outline?

Question 3 .

Shalondra is writing a paper on how to inspect a used car before buying it. She is creating an
outline to organize her paper. Use the outline to answer the question.

I. Exterior
A. Body Condition

1. Check for rust, rot, scratches, dents, overspray, and alignment
a. Panels
b. Roof
c. Trunk
d. Wheel wells
e. Doors
f. Hood

g. Rubber seals
B. Glass

1. X
a. Windshield
b. Windows

C. Suspension
1. Check for noises and too much bounce

a. Shock absorbers
b. Wheel bearings

Forms of space     Properties of space Appearance of space Emergence of space
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c. Joint suspension
D. Tires

1. Check for unity and wear
a. Tread

i. should be evenly worn on tire
ii. should be evenly worn across tires
iii. must be 1/16 of an inch

E. Y
1. Check that they work, look for cracks and moisture

a. headlights
b. parking lights
c. turn signals
d. tail lights
e. brake lights
f. emergency lights

II. Interior
A. Odor

1. Check for musty or mildew smell and moisture
a. under floor mats
b. carpet
c. trunk

B. Seats
1. Check upholstery, adjustments, and seatbelts

a. driver's seat
b. passenger seats

C. Pedals
1. Check for wear, (brand new indicates it has been replaced)

a. gas
b. brake
c. clutch

D. Instruments and controls
1. Check that they work

a. warning lights
b. heater and air conditioner
c. stereo
d. gauges

Choose the best concluding statement for Sholandra's paper.

 A. Finally, buying a used car can be a lot of fun if you follow these simple steps: decide

on a color, mark the best cars in sales ads, test drive any of the cars chosen in the

sales ads, and buy the used car that is wanted the most.

 B. In summary, car buyers can avoid costly repairs by doing a thorough inspection of the

interior and exterior of a used vehicle before buying it. In addition to doing this

inspection, it is wise to have a mechanic give a detailed diagnostic report of the

vehicle.

 C. In conclusion, the pros to buying a used vehicle include the fact that it is a lot more

affordable than buying a new vehicle, it is possible to find used cars that are in great

condition, and car insurance for used vehicles is usually cheaper than insurance for

new vehicles.

 D. Lastly, car buyers can inspect the interior of a car by using his or her eyes, ears,

hands, and nose by sniffing to detect unpleasant odors, lifting the floor mats to feel

underneath for dampness, looking for rusted metal, and looking for tears in the

upholstery.
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Question 4 .

Directions: Select the incorrect items on the image.

Javier has a research paper due over the positive effects of doing yoga. To brainstorm on his topic, he
drew a cluster diagram. Which items in the diagram would not support his purpose in writing?
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Question 5 .

Lisbeth has decided to write a persuasive essay about why water skiing should be an Olympic
sport. She is making an outline of the main arguments for and against water skiing as an
Olympic sport. Use the outline to answer the question.

I. Arguments For Water Skiing as an Olympic Sport

A. Arena
1. Other Olympic sports require specific venues also

a. Rowing
i. Requires a large body of water

b. Snow Skiing
i. X

B. Tow boats
1. Speed control devices must be installed
2. Boats must be inspected and approved by a committee

II. Arguments Against Water Skiing as an Olympic Sport

A. Arena
1. Water skiing would have limited possibilities for venues

a. Olympics would have to be held where a large body of water exists
b. A large body of water would be expensive and time-consuming to

create
B. Tow boats

1. Y
a. Not enough consistency

i. Speed would be difficult to control
ii. Steering would be difficult to control
iii. Skiers have good days and bad days

b. Z
i. Possible explosion
ii. Spinning motor blades
iii. High speeds

What item would best replace Y?

 A. A sport that is as popular as water skiing should definitely be an Olympic sport

 B. Water skiing is a recreational sport and does not require a lot of skill

 C. Many water skiing competitions are televised because it is such an exciting sport

 D. A sport that relies on a motorized vehicle should not be allowed into the Olympics
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Question 6 .

Raul is writing a report to compare and contrast snow skiing and water skiing. He is using a
diagram to plan and organize his paper. Use the diagram to answer the question.

What item would best fit in the middle section, under Similarities?

 A. mountain

 B. outdoors

 C. summer

 D. winter

Question 7 .

Shalondra is writing a paper on how to inspect a used car before buying it. She is creating an
outline to organize her paper. Use the outline to answer the question.

I. Exterior
A. Body Condition

1. Check for rust, rot, scratches, dents, overspray, and alignment
a. Panels
b. Roof
c. Trunk
d. Wheel wells
e. Doors
f. Hood

g. Rubber seals
B. Glass

1. X
a. Windshield
b. Windows

C. Suspension
1. Check for noises and too much bounce

a. Shock absorbers
b. Wheel bearings
c. Joint suspension

D. Tires
1. Check for unity and wear

a. Tread
i. should be evenly worn on tire
ii. should be evenly worn across tires
iii. must be 1/16 of an inch

E. Y
1. Check that they work, look for cracks and moisture

a. headlights
b. parking lights
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c. turn signals
d. tail lights
e. brake lights
f. emergency lights

II. Interior
A. Odor

1. Check for musty or mildew smell and moisture
a. under floor mats
b. carpet
c. trunk

B. Seats
1. Check upholstery, adjustments, and seatbelts

a. driver's seat
b. passenger seats

C. Pedals
1. Check for wear, (brand new indicates it has been replaced)

a. gas
b. brake
c. clutch

D. Instruments and controls
1. Check that they work

a. warning lights
b. heater and air conditioner
c. stereo
d. gauges

Which item would best fit where Y is?

 A. Radiator

 B. Hoses and belts

 C. Battery

 D. Lights and lenses

Question 8 .

Which organizational structure would be most appropriate for a topic about the characters and themes
in Jane Austen's novels?

 A. description

 B. compare/contrast

 C. sequential

 D. problem/solution

Question 9 .

Shalondra is writing a paper on how to inspect a used car before buying it. She is creating an
outline to organize her paper. Use the outline to answer the question.

I. Exterior
A. Body Condition

1. Check for rust, rot, scratches, dents, overspray, and alignment
a. Panels
b. Roof
c. Trunk
d. Wheel wells
e. Doors
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f. Hood
g. Rubber seals

B. Glass
1. X

a. Windshield
b. Windows

C. Suspension
1. Check for noises and too much bounce

a. Shock absorbers
b. Wheel bearings
c. Joint suspension

D. Tires
1. Check for unity and wear

a. Tread
i. should be evenly worn on tire
ii. should be evenly worn across tires
iii. must be 1/16 of an inch

E. Y
1. Check that they work, look for cracks and moisture

a. headlights
b. parking lights
c. turn signals
d. tail lights
e. brake lights
f. emergency lights

II. Interior
A. Odor

1. Check for musty or mildew smell and moisture
a. under floor mats
b. carpet
c. trunk

B. Seats
1. Check upholstery, adjustments, and seatbelts

a. driver's seat
b. passenger seats

C. Pedals
1. Check for wear, (brand new indicates it has been replaced)

a. gas
b. brake
c. clutch

D. Instruments and controls
1. Check that they work

a. warning lights
b. heater and air conditioner
c. stereo
d. gauges

What item best fits where X is?

 A. Check for cracks, pock marks, and chips

 B. Check all fluid levels

 C. Check for tailpipe residue and heavy rust

 D. Check for dents or kinks
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Question 10 .

Directions: Drag the correct tile to the correct location on the outline.

Which item best fits as the second heading of the outline?

Question 11 .

Which organizational structure would be most appropriate for a topic on climate change leading to an
increase in the number of hurricanes in the Pacific Ocean?

 A. description

 B. problem/solution

 C. sequential

 D. cause/effect

Uses of Fossil Fuels Environmental Concerns Types of Fossil Fuels

Other Sources of Energy
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Question 12 .

Jeremiah is writing a paper about the benefits of working the night shift as a gas station
attendant. He made a list of the pros and cons. Use the list to answer the question.

Night Shift

Pros Cons

higher pay disrupted sleep habits
attend school in daytime boring/no one to talk to
  

What is a pro that Jeremiah could add to his list to provide support that working the night shift is
beneficial?

 A. not able to go out with friends in the evenings

 B. greater likelihood of getting robbed

 C. not many customers so there is extra time to study

 D. not at home for dinner with family

Question 13 .

Franchesca is writing a report about her visit to Denmark. Before writing her report,
Franchesca made this diagram.

Franchesca's web diagram will help her do which of the following?

 A. organize her report

 B. sequence the events in her report

 C. choose a topic for her report

 D. correct her grammatical errors
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Question 14 .

Which organizational structure would be most appropriate for a topic encouraging the use of electric
vehicles to reduce air pollution?

 A. description

 B. compare/contrast

 C. sequential

 D. problem/solution

Question 15 .

Raul is writing a report to compare and contrast snow skiing and water skiing. He is using a
diagram to plan and organize his paper. Use the diagram to answer the question.

What item would best fit in the middle section, under Similarities?

 A. barefoot

 B. wet suit

 C. competitive sport

 D. snow suit
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Question 16 .

Martin is using a graphic to help sequence the steps to the Chicken Dance. Use the graphic to
answer the question.

Which item would best fit in the bottom box?

 A. When the music starts, spin around

 B. Repeat steps 1-4

 C. Repeat step 5

 D. Clap four times
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Question 17 .

Isaac is writing a paper on how to conserve water and energy. He has made a chart to
organize his paper. Use the chart to answer the question.

Ways to Conserve Water and Energy

A. Low-flow showerhead
a. water pause switch to save water while it heats
b. some models do water massage

B. High-efficiency toilet
c. uses 1 gallon per min less than standard
showerheads
d. 20% more efficient than regular toilets

C. AQUS System e. reuses water from bathroom sink to flush toilet

D. Energy Star Dishwasher
f. uses less energy
g. uses less water
h. X

E. Front loading washing machine
i. uses less water
j. uses less energy to heat water
k. Y

F. Z
l. eliminates wasteful run off
m. eliminates evaporation

Which item best belongs in the box with X?

 A. affordable models save money

 B. takes less time than washing by hand

 C. less noisy than most dishwashers

 D. adjustable racks to wash more dishes
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Question 18 .

Isaac is writing a paper on how to conserve water and energy. He has made a chart to
organize his paper. Use the chart to answer the question.

Ways to Conserve Water and Energy

A. Low-flow showerhead
a. water pause switch to save water while it heats
b. some models do water massage

B. High-efficiency toilet
c. uses 1 gallon per min less than standard
showerheads
d. 20% more efficient than regular toilets

C. AQUS System e. reuses water from bathroom sink to flush toilet

D. Energy Star Dishwasher
f. uses less energy
g. uses less water
h. X

E. Front loading washing machine
i. uses less water
j. uses less energy to heat water
k. Y

F. Z
l. eliminates wasteful run off
m. eliminates evaporation

Which item does not belong in the chart?

 A. l. eliminates wasteful runoff

 B. g. uses less water

 C. j. uses less energy to heat water

 D. b. some models do water massage
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Question 19 .

Directions: Select the incorrect item on the image.

Torrence is writing a short essay about the benefits of recycling. To help organize the ideas in her
paper, she created the information web below. Which item in the web does not fit within the scope of
her essay?

Copyright © 2018 Edmentum - All rights reserved.
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Question 20 .

Directions: Select all the correct answers.

Carlos is writing a paper on how to buy a used laptop. He is creating an outline to organize his paper.
Use the outline to answer the question.

I. Purpose of Buying
A. Portability
B. Specifications

1. Processor
2. RAM

II. Condition
A. Physical Condition

1. Screen
2. Keyboard
3. Mouse
4. Screen pixels
5. Resolution

B. Software
1. Version
2. Licensed
3. Back-up disk
4. Technical support

C. Hardware (pen drive port, hard disk, etc.)
D. Battery life

III. Price
A. For upgrade
B. Reasonably priced or better to buy a new one

IV. Brand
V. Warranty and Service Center Information

Which two pieces of information could he add to his outline?

 whether it was an unpopular model

 whether it was purchased from a showroom

 whether it had been used for developing software

 whether any original parts were replaced

 whether it has any licensed anti-virus programs installed
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Answers

1.  A

2.  --

3.  B

4.  --

5.  D

6.  B

7.  D

8.  A

9.  A

10.  --

11.  D

12.  C

13.  A

14.  D

15.  C

16.  D

17.  D

18.  D

19.  --

20.  --
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Explanations

1. "Sun exposure" is the item that should be moved from the "Water Skiing" section of the chart to the "Similarities" section of the chart. Skiers
are exposed to the sun while water skiing and while snow skiing.

2. The second heading of the outline should be "Proprieties of Space." The details listed below are the different properties of space.

3. The concluding statement in the correct answer choice restates the main idea of the paper and gives one last piece of advice to used car
buyers.
The other concluding statements are either off topic, or focus only on part of the information given in the outline.
The closing statement in a paper should restate the main idea. The closing statement may also give the reader something more to consider.

4. The items that do not belong in the cluster diagram are "dehydration" and "exhausting." Since Javier is writing a paper describing the positive
effects of yoga, these details would only weaken his argument.

5. The items that are below "Y" state reasons why tow boats should not be allowed in the Olympics.
"A sport that relies on a motorized vehicle should not be allowed in the Olympics" is supported by the items below it.

6. "Outdoors," the item in the correct answer, describes both water skiing and snow skiing.
The other items are specific to only water skiing or only snow skiing.

7. The answer choice that best fits where Y is located is "Lights and lenses" because it describes the items below it. The items below include
"headlights," "parking lights," "turn signals," and "emergency lights."

8. A descriptive organizational structure is most appropriate for a topic about the characters and themes in Jane Austen's novel. The structure
helps describe in detail the various themes and character types found in Austen's novels.

9. "Check for cracks, pock marks, and chips" is related to glass. 
The other answer choices have nothing to do with glass.

10.The second heading of the outline should be "Types of Fossil Fuels." The details listed below the heading relate to the different types of fossil
fuels.

11.A cause/effect organizational structure is most appropriate for a topic on climate change leading to an increase in the number of hurricanes in
the Pacific Ocean. The structure helps in clarifying the connection between climate change and the increased occurrence of hurricanes in the
Pacific Ocean.

12.The advantage for Jeremiah to work the night shift is that there are not a lot of customers, so he has extra time to study. 
The other answer choices are disadvantages of working the night shift. Jeremiah could explain how the advantages outweigh the
disadvantages.

13.The web diagram contains items related to Franchesca's trip to Denmark. Franchesca can use this diagram to make sure she includes the
important events from her trip.
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14.A problem/solution organizational structure is most appropriate for a topic encouraging the use of electric vehicles to reduce air pollution.
The structure is useful for explaining why air pollution is a problem and then providing a solution that can fix the problem.

15. "Competitive sport," the item in the correct answer, describes both water skiing and snow skiing. 
The other items are specific to only water skiing or only snow skiing.

16. "Clap four times" is the correct answer choice.
"Repeat steps 1-4" cannot be correct because step 4 has not yet been given. "Repeat step 5" cannot be correct because step 5 has not been
given. "When the music starts, spin around" cannot be correct because step 1 already gives instructions on what to do at the start of the
music.

17.The correct answer choice states a way to conserve water and energy.
The wrong answer choices do not state ways to conserve water or energy.

18.The information "some models do water massage" is not a way that low flow showerheads conserve water or energy. This information does
not belong in the chart.

19.The item that does not belong on the information web is "utilizes a lot of energy." Since Torrence is writing a paper describing the benefits of
recycling, this detail would not support her argument.

20.Adding information about any original parts that were replaced and that the laptop has a licensed anti-virus program installed would be
beneficial because it would provide more information about the laptop's condition and usage. Other answer choices contain information that
is irrelevant to Carlos's paper.


